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South in the World
Thinking about Black Saturday from the Swiss Alps

1.

The charcoal forest is greening.

Bright leaves unfold from trunks

wherever they can, stampeding

for light and air. Yet some trees

remain black and dead. Nothing

grows on them or ever will.

The people are the same,

unfurling from the stumps of hearts

or falling backwards into them.

Called or not called, the fire god

soars, uttering its newborn caw,

resounding with fierce resilience.

2.

I write this from a distant city

of slender, fine-spun churches

and trains that run on time,

the air distilled by alpine snow.

In Fraumünster Cathedral,

Chagall’s Green Christ drifts up

through arcs of painted glass, 

backlit by temperate sunlight.

The spirit takes flight as nails

sink into skin, the cross dissolves

into leaves, becomes a ring,

a hoop of gold rising above

tree-level.
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3.

South in the world, everyone

is weeping. A litany of loss rouses

earlier griefs that once lay sleeping.

This first winter makes living cold.

Men hunker down in tents and vans,

make fires in kero cans for warmth.

The town is still hoarse with talk.

‘Fire, fire, fire,’ the people mutter

in the temporary village and shops,

in the pub and makeshift post office,

until the word is emptied of meaning.

4.

In Sils Maria, where Anne Frank

spent two summers and Nietzsche

found clarity in the clean and rarefied air,

resurrection is everywhere

greening the hills. Snowmelt

rushes down mountains to greet

the meadows in flurries of joy,

wildflowers sprinkle fields.

It’s hard to think of fire here

in this land of clocks and cowbells

where nature is not at war;

even the avalanches fall softly,

with a gentle roar.
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5.

You who saw the firestorm’s rage

and somehow managed to escape

the flames that took whole families

and (must we say it?) children,

babies. I could list them forever:

the petrified horses, the dazed wombats,

the kangaroos in an incendiary pack.

Did the Green Christ see them

and who can answer all of this?

Whom then can we blame?

6.

The alps rear high above the lake.

I wake to see their whiteness 

satiate the windows in this room

with a diamantine ferocity,

so vast the mind suspects illusion.

In midwinter this cold can kill:

cattle cram the rough-hewn barns.

But with edelweiss clambering 

over beams and thatch, it’s hard

to imagine the force of it.
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7.

Angels were of no help that day,

flying in on burning wings 

and crashing to the ground.

Few who found the ragged heaps

saw the mark of their divinity.

Some took them home to bury 

in their burnt-out yards.

But angels are no match for fireballs,

their garments a trap for embers.

And anyway, didn’t we lose our need

for angels long before these fires?

For whoever has seen them,

few believe.

8.

Those of you who returned to see

the things no one should ever see,

corpses in cars and prone in baths;

you whose names are listed and filed

in the databases of council shires

as survivors of those deceased by fire;

you who endured that unendurable night,

praying that the dead were still alive:

is it too much to grasp the greening of things 

that were black and charred?

The body burnt and pierced floats

ever skyward. Keep your eyes on it.


